Possible Anti-Stressor Effects of Kyotorphin and its Optical Isomer
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ABSTRACT
Background and Objective: Kyotorphin (KTP), an endogenous analgesic neuropeptide in the central nervous system, is considered to be a neurotransmitter or neuromodulator. D-kyotorphin (D-KTP) is a synthetic analogue of KTP. Both peptides bind to a specific receptor and induced Met-enkephalin release. Thus, the effects of both peptides fall into two clearly identifiable groups: the ones, mediated via opioid peptides and the opioid peptide-independent ones. For a long time we have been interested in the neuromodulating properties of KTP and D-KTP in analgesia due to different types of stress. Our previous data showed that both peptides reduced stress-induced analgesia, which suggest that they may act as an anti-opioid peptides counteracting the effects of stress. During acute stress increased secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and corticosterone (CORT) plays a key regulatory role on the basal activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and on the termination of the stress response. The aim of this study was to compare changes in ACTH and CORT concentration after various stressors, as well as after injection of KTP or D-KTP. Materials and Methods: The male Wistar rats were injected with KTP or D-KTP immediately after exposure of acute immobilization, cold and heat stresses. After decapitation plasma ACTH and CORT were assayed by a double antibody radioimmunoassay method. Results and Conclusion: The various stressors applied seem to induce a different response of the HPA system as judged by quantitative changes in ACTH and CORT release. In addition, this study points to KTP and its synthesized optical isomer D-KTP as a possible anti-stressor substances with potential clinical importance in the context of stress-related disorders, since they inhibited stress-induced elevations in two investigated hormones helping the organism to reach homeostatic level. Further studies are needed to understand the exact role of KTP in stress response.
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INTRODUCTION
Kyotorphin (KTP) represents a naturally occurring dipeptide (L-Tyr-L-Arg, Fig. 1a) with morphine-like characteristic, first described by Takagi et al.1, isolated from bovine brain. It was subsequently isolated from other sources, including the brains of mice and rats2, guinea pig, rabbits and squirrels3 and detected in the CSF in humans4. KTP pharmacological activity cannot be attributed to its binding to an opioid receptor. The majority of research associated with KTP relates to modulation of pain mechanisms via its ability to excite directly cortical neurons and to exert indirectly μ- and δ-opioid receptors to produce potent naloxone-reversible and long-lasting analgesia by releasing met-enkephalin and β-endorphins5,6,7. D-Kyotorphin (D-KTP, L-Tyr-D-Arg, Fig. 1b) were synthesized by Dr. H. Yajima and co-workers. D-KTP, which is the most powerful optical isomer of the natural analgesic dipeptide, shows enhanced analgesic activity 5.6-fold higher than that observed with KTP8. An action mediated by specific kyotorphin (non-opioid) receptors for KTP and D-KTP has been suggested by several authors9,10. Thus, the effects of both peptides fall into two clearly identifiable groups: the ones, mediated via opioid peptides and the opioid peptide-independent ones.

For a long time we have been interested in the neuromodulating properties of KTP and D-KTP in analgesia due to different types of stress. According literature data moderate concentrations of KTP are present in the hypothalamus-the main structure responsible for stress response and its central administration increases plasma levels of oxytocin-the “stress” hormone in rodents2,11. Our previous data showed that if KTP or D-KTP are administered in rats
subjected to stress procedure, they significantly reduced stress-induced analgesia, which suggest that both peptides may act as an anti-opioid peptides counteracting the effects of stress12-15.

Although exposure to stress elicits a wide range of biochemical, physiological and behavioral changes, the two prototypical stress responses in all vertebrates are the activation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) and Sympatho-Medullo-Adrenal (SMA) axis. They both represent the effector limbs, via which the brain influences all body organs during exposure to threatening stimuli16-19. During acute stress adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and corticosterone (CORT) secretion, also known as “stress markers”, are increased20,21. They play a key regulatory role on the basal activity of the HPA axis and on the termination of the stress response by acting at extrahypothalamic centers, the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland22.

The aim of this study was to compare changes in ACTH and CORT concentration after various stressors (immobilization, cold and heat), as well as after injection of KTP or D-KTP.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**: Male Wistar rats, 60-90 days old, weighing 180-220 g, were used for the experiments. The animals were acclimated to 22±1°C, kept at a 12:12 h light-dark cycle and given commercial rat food and tap water ad libitum.

All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the “Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals” published by the National Institutes of Health and ethical guidelines of the International Association for the Study of Pain.

**Drugs and treatments**: Kyotorphin (5 mg kg⁻¹) was obtained from Tocris. The peptide was dissolved in sterile saline (0.9% NaCl) solution and was injected intraperitoneally (i.p). The rats were divided into groups. The first group represented intact controls. The second, third and fourth group consisted of rats exposed to immobilization (IS), cold (CS) and heat (HS) stress respectively. After stress termination six animals of each group were sacrificed immediately, whereas the rest of the stressed rats were injected with KTP or D-KTP and were decapitated 10 min later.

**Stress models**: 

**Acute model of immobilization stress**: The animals were placed for 1 h in a plastic tube with adjustable plaster tape on the outside so that the animals were unable to move. There were holes for breathing.

**Acute model of cold stress**: The animals were placed in a refrigerating chamber at 4°C for 1 h.

**Acute heat stress**: Rats were continuously exposed to hot environment for 1h in the well-ventilated, thermostatically controlled incubator maintained at 38±1°C (relative humidity 45-50%). The control group was not submitted to 1 h stress procedure.

**Blood sampling and hormone analyses**: The rats were killed by decapitation without anesthesia. Blood was collected from the trunk and divided into two sets of tubes containing heparin. Plasma was separated by centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 min and frozen at -20°C until assayed for hormone levels. Plasma ACTH and CORT were assayed by a double antibody radioimmunoassay (RIA) method specific for rats using a commercial kits (BRAHMS ACTH, Germany; CORT-CT2, CIS, Bio International, Paris). These assays were performed in the laboratory of Prof. S. Milanov in the Hospital of Ministry of Interior, Sofia and the values expressed as pg ACTH/ml and nmol CORT/l.

**Data analysis**: One-way ANOVA test was employed for the comparison of the experimental groups followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. The values are expressed as Means±S.E.M. and the level of significance was set at p<0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Blood ACTH level**: Immobilization, cold and heat exposure applied as stressors induced a significant increase in ACTH plasma levels (p<0.01) compared to...
the controls (Fig. 2a, b and c). Exposure to 38°C produced the largest augmentation in plasma ACTH levels compared to other two stressors (Fig. 2c). The low temperature (4°C) as stressor was less potent in elevating plasma ACTH concentration (Fig. 2b).

Administration of KTP immediately after IS significantly reduced the increased levels of ACTH on 10th min (p<0.01) (Fig. 2), while D-KTP showed the same effect on 20th min (not shown on the Fig.). Both investigated peptides abolished the effect of CS and HS reversing increased ACTH concentration back to control level (Fig. 2b and 2c).

Blood CORT level: The exposure to extreme environmental temperatures (4 and 38°C for 1 h) and immobilization produced a higher increment of CORT secretion compared to the controls (p<0.01) (Fig. 3a, b and c). In comparison, again the heat exposure produced the largest increment (Fig. 3c) while the cold exposure showed the lower increase in plasma CORT levels (Fig. 3b).

Intraperitoneal injections of both peptides immediately after stress procedure significantly reduced the increased levels of CORT (p<0.01) (Fig. 3). The effect was more pronounced for D-KTP and also only...
D-KTP completely abolished increased CORT concentration after CS and reversed it to the control level (p<0.01) (Fig. 3b). Although CORT was significantly decreased in most of the cases by KTP compared to the stressed group (p<0.01), its concentration still remains increased compared to the control (p<0.05 or 0.01) (Fig. 3a, b and c).

**DISCUSSION**

The present results support previous findings that stressors activate the pituitary and adrenal cortex, which are functional parts of the HPA axis. They showed that plasma ACTH and CORT concentrations were elevated under the influence of all types of stressors applied but quantitatively differently. The most intense ACTH and CORT increase was provoked by heat exposure, as well as by IS, being more than 2 folds greater than the controls, respectively. The CS was weaker stressor, as compared to both other stressors, as it produced a 1.2 increment of CORT concentration. This is in agreement with findings of some authors, reported that the increment in plasma ACTH was larger under the influence of HS and IS in respect to CS and the concept suggests that each type of stressor has its own central neurochemical and peripheral neuroendocrine “signature”, with quantitatively and qualitatively distinct mechanisms.

The stress response is characterized by a synchronized set of endocrine, immunological, autonomic, behavioral and cognitive responses to perceived threats that is necessary for survival and has been conserved throughout evolution. The prevalence of stressors in the dynamic environment of an animal, make it essential to have mechanisms that limit activity of stress response systems and promote rapid recovery to pre-stress levels. For example, activation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis by stress is under tight feedback regulation that serves to restrain and terminate the response.

The orchestrated interplay of several neurotransmitter systems in the brain underlies the characteristic phenomenology of behavioral, endocrine, autonomic and immune responses to stress. These transmitters include Corticotrophin-Releasing Hormone (CRH), vasopressin (AVP), dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine and opioid peptides.

The obtained results showed that both investigated opioid-like peptides KTP and D-KTP significantly reduced increased levels of ACTH and CORT after IS, CS and HS. Also different potency of peptides was observed. In most of the cases the optical isomer D-KTP showed more potent reducing effect on increased levels of ACTH and CORT measured 10 min after peptide injection (Fig. 2 and 3). The same effect was observed for IS on 20 min after D-KTP administration which is not shown on the figures. Thus, the observed more potent and prolonged effect of D-KTP may be due to their peptide structure, specific binding sites and different interaction with opioid or non-opioid components of three stress models. Literature and our data showed that opioid and non-opioid components are differently involved in each of stress models mentioned above. The non-opioid system is mostly involved in CS, opioid-in HS, while both systems are equally presented in IS. On the other hand stressors are a potent modulator of opioid activities. For instance, KTP and D-KTP have anti-opioid properties, since they decreased some forms of stress-induced analgesia. The anti-opioid peptides are able to reduce some of the acute opioid effects and permanently mask the effects of exogenous and endogenous opioids. As anti-opioid peptides, KTP and D-KTP participate in a homeostatic system, which acts to dampen the effects of opioids. Kytorphin receptors mediate an activation of phospholipase C in synaptosomal membranes through Gα1, followed by an opening of inositol 1, 4, 5-triphosphate (IP3)-gated calcium channels, located in the plasma membrane of nerve terminals, thereby directly leading to a production of action potential. The KTP is actively taken up into nerve terminals by relatively specific mechanism. The evidence that KTP receptor is identified in the membrane preparations of the brain and it is taken up into nerve terminals and released by depolarizing stimuli supports the view that this peptide plays a role as a neurotransmitter or neuromodulator. Besides their anti-opioid properties, we may suggest that KTP and D-KTP also exert anti-stressor properties due to their ability to reduce stress-induced rising in ACTH and CORT levels. Although the exact mechanisms of these anti-stressor properties are unclear and future investigations are needed for identification of KTP signaling pathways, we may suggest some possibilities regarding HPA neuromodulation. Probably, the anti-stressor properties are related to both opioid and non-opioid KTP action. It is known that opioid
inhibition of the HPA axis is most likely exerted at the hypothalamic level and may be mediated through AVP rather than CRH. As we know, moderate concentrations of KTP are present in the hypothalamus when it may excite directly magnocellular neurons or may inhibit HPA axis indirectly by releasing the opioids met-enkephalin and β-endorphin. Opioid peptides expressed in AVP neurons are known to attenuate release of neurohypophysial hormones and would be a potential mechanism by which KTP could indirectly affect the magnocellular system. There is evidence that opioids are capable of inhibiting the release of CRH from rat hypothalami in vitro. The other possible mechanism for HPA modulation is production of Nitric Oxide (NO). This unique gas acts as a neurotransmitter and neuromodulator in the CNS. According to literature data that NO plays an important role in regulating the response of the HPA axis to various stressors. Some morphological studies have provided evidence for the existence of a signaling pathway between an opioid- and the nitric oxide-ergic systems in the hypothalamus of rat brain. On the other hand, KTP is rapidly metabolized to L-Arg, which is a possible substrate for inducible and neuronal nitric oxide synthase NOS.

Concerning the penetration of Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) of KTP, the literature data are contradictory. The majority of research associated with KTP claimed that it has limited capacity to cross the BBB. Some literature data showed that KTP was transported by H+-coupled peptide transporter PEPT2. The D-KTP is incapable of crossing the BBB, because PEPT2 prefers L-amino acid. Therefore, it is surprising that in our experiments D-KTP injected intraperitoneally showed more potent anti-stressor effect. These results may be due to following suggestion that D-KTP strongly stimulates opioidergic system, which has structural and functional relations with NO-ergic system in the brain.

In conclusion, the various stressors applied seem to induce a different response of the HPA system as judged by quantitative changes in ACTH and CORT release. In addition, this study points to KTP and its synthesized optical isomer D-KTP as a possible anti-stressor substances with potential clinical importance in the context of stress-related disorders, since they inhibited stress-induced elevations in two investigated hormones helping the organism to reach homeostatic level. Further studies are needed to understand the exact role of KTP in stress response.
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